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Abstrat
In this review, we give an introdution to the strutural and fun-
tional properties of the biologial networks. We fous on three major
themes: topology of omplex biologial networks like the metaboli and
protein-protein interation networks, nonlinear dynamis in gene regula-
tory networks and in partiular the design of syntheti geneti networks
using the onepts and tehniques of nonlinear physis and lastly the ef-
fet of stohastiity on the dynamis. The examples hosen illustrate the
usefulness of interdisiplinary approahes in the study of biologial net-
works.
1 Introdution
Networks are widely prevalent in all spheres of life [1, 2, 3℄. A network of a-
quaintanes is the simplest example one an think of. Soial, eonomi and
politial networks of various kinds are part of human soiety. The internet, a
network of information resoures, plays a vital role in the gathering, sharing
and transmission of information. A network onsists of nodes onneted by
links. Figure 1 shows the example of a network in whih the solid irles denote
the nodes and the solid lines the links. Some examples of real life networks
are as follows: in a network desribing an eletrial power grid, the genera-
tors, transformers and substations are the nodes and the high-voltage trans-
mission lines onneting them the links. In the World Wide Web (WWW),
the douments/pages onstitute the nodes. These are onneted to other dou-
ments/pages through links. In a ollaboration graph of movie ators, the nodes
represent the ators. Two ators are onneted by a link if they appear in the
same movie. In a itation network, the nodes are the papers published in refer-
eed journals. A paper is linked to all the other papers it ites. Cellular proesses
are ontrolled by various types of biohemial networks. A metaboli network
[4℄ ontrols the proesses whih generate mass and energy from nutritive matter.
The nodes in suh a network are the substrates suh as ATP, ADP and H2O.
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Two substrates are onneted by a link if both of them partiipate in the same
biohemial reation. Traditional ell biology assigns spei funtional roles
to individual proteins, suh as atalysts, signalling moleules and onstituents
of ellular matter. In the post-genomi era, there is an inreasing emphasis on
understanding the funtions of proteins as parts of an interating network and
also on the olletive, emergent properties of the network. In a protein-protein
interation network [5℄, the nodes represent the proteins. A link exists between
two nodes if the orresponding proteins have a diret physial interation.
The networks disussed above have omplex topology. Spetaular advanes
in omputerisation of data aquisition (the Human Genome Projet is a prime
example) have made it possible to onstrut large databases whih ontain in-
formation on the topology of real life networks. The advent of powerful omput-
ers has given rise to extensive investigations of networks ontaining millions of
nodes. The interesting fat emerging out of these studies is that biologial net-
works share ommon topologial features with non-biologial networks. There
appears to be a general blueprint for the large sale organisation of several of
these networks. In Setion 2 of this review, we disuss two types of biologial
networks, namely, the metaboli networks of several organisms and the protein-
protein interation networks assoiated with the yeast S. erevisiae [6℄ and the
human gastri pathogen H. Pylori [7℄. The major topologial features of these
networks are desribed and the similarity in the design priniples of large-sale
biologial and non-biologial networks pointed out.
Gene regulatory networks are the most signiant examples of biologial
networks. Gene expression and regulation are the entral ativities of a living
ell [8℄. Genes are fragments of DNA moleules and determine the struture
of funtional moleules like RNAs and proteins. In eah ell, at any instant of
time, only a subset of genes present is ative in direting RNA / protein synthe-
sis. The gene expression is on in suh a ase. The information present in the
gene is expressed through the proesses of transription and translation. Dur-
ing transription, the sequene along one of the strands of the DNA moleule is
opied onto a RNA moleule (mRNA ). The sequene of the mRNA moleule
is then translated into the sequene of amino aids, whih determines the fun-
tional nature of the protein moleule produed. In a gene regulatory network,
the protein enoded by one gene an regulate the expression of other genes.
These genes in turn produe new regulatory proteins whih ontrol still other
genes. A protein may also regulate its own level of prodution through an au-
toregulatory feedbak proess. The ourrene of ell dierentiation, when an
organism grows from its embryoni stage, depends upon the seletive swithing
on of gene expression in individual ells. All these ells have idential sets of
genes but follow dierent developmental pathways depending upon the patterns
of gene expression in the ells. Thus distint types of ells suh as hair and skin
ells are obtained. Gene expression is also regulated in metabolism and progres-
sion through the ell yle as well as in responses to external signals. Infeted
ells an multiply beause the expression of ertain genes is on in these ells
whereas in normal ells the expression of the same genes is o.
Despite a vast amount of experimental data, the omplex dynamial pro-
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esses involved in gene regulation are not fully understood as yet. A large
number of theoretial studies has been undertaken [9℄ but only a few of these
make quantitative preditions in agreement with experimental results. Two key
onepts whih emerge out of the theoretial studies are: nonlinearity of the net-
work dynamis and the role of stohastiity in gene expression and regulation
[10℄. The variables of interest in the network dynamis are the onentrations
of the mRNAs, proteins and other biomoleules within the ell. The rate of
hange in the onentration of a biomoleular speies is a nonlinear funtion of
the other variables. The dynamis is governed by a set of oupled non-linear
dierential equations whih in most ases are solved numerially. Let U be the
onentration of, say, a partiular type of protein in the ell. The rate of hange
of U is given by
dU
dt
= (Prodution - Loss/Deay ) of U per unit time.
The prodution term is a nonlinear funtion of the other onentration variables
and the loss term is usually proportional to U . In Setion 3 of this review,
we briey desribe the major features of nonlinearity in the dynamis of gene
networks. There is urrently a signiant emerging trend to utilise the onepts
and tehniques of nonlinear physis in the atual onstrution of syntheti gene
regulatory networks with a variety of appliations. In Setion 3, a spei
example of this, namely, the geneti toggle swith [11℄ will be given.
The biohemial rate equations whih govern the dynamis of gene regula-
tory networks are deterministi in nature. Many moleules assoiated with the
networks have low intraellular onentrations and onsequently utuations
in reation rates are onsiderably large. Gene expression involves a series of
biohemial reations and due to stohasti utuations in the reation rates,
proteins are produed in short bursts at random time intervals. In the last few
years, there is an inreasing realization that stohastiity plays a signiant role
in biologial proesses [10, 12℄. To give an example, onsider the situation in
whih two independently produed regulatory proteins A and B are in om-
petition to ontrol a developmental swith that selets between two pathways
depending on whih protein wins. The protein onentrations have to reah
eetive levels in order to ativate the swith. Due to stohasti utuations,
the amounts of proteins A and B produed as a funtion of time an vary widely
from ell to ell. In some ells, protein A reahes the eetive level rst and
ativates the developmental swith along one spei pathway. In the other
ells, protein B takes ontrol and the other pathway is ativated. Thus even a
lonal ell population exhibits phenotypi variations as the ells follow dierent
developmental pathways. Environmental signals an bias the probabilities of
path hoie in a regulatory iruit. Organisms make use of this mehanism to
inrease the probability of survival in a hostile environment. Cells often utilise
utuations (noise) to randomize hoies of developmental pathways when suh
randomization is desirable for the survival and growth of the organism. A well-
known example is that of the phage λ lysis-lysogeny network [13℄. The baterial
E.oli ells, when infeted by the virus phage λ , an follow two developmental
pathways: lysis and lysogeny. In the lysogeni state, the infetion is dormant.
Phage λ is inert and integrated into the host ell's hromosome. It repliates
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along with the baterial DNA and eah new ell ontains the dormant phage.
In the lyti state, the infetion proliferates. The viral DNA repliates using the
host ell mahinery giving rise to a large number of progeny phage. These in
turn lyse or burst the host baterium ell and the infetion spreads to more
ells. Again, due to stohasti utuations, the ell population divides into two
subpopulations: lysogeni and lyti. The seletion of a developmental pathway
after the host ell is infeted is not deterministi but probabilisti. In Setion 4
of this review, the eet of stohastiity on the dynamis of the λ-phage network
will be briey disussed. The network illustrates the ompetitive ontrol of a
developmental swith by two regulatory proteins.
As already mentioned before, gene expression/regulation involves several bio-
hemial reations with appreiable stohasti utuations. Gillespie [14, 15℄
has proposed a Monte Carlo simulation algorithm to desribe the kinetis of
oupled stohasti reations. This method is physially more rigorous than the
onventional dierential equation approah. The inherent assumption in the
latter method is that the temporal hanges in the onentrations of reating
moleules are both ontinuous and deterministi. The assumption is not true if
the onentrations are small and the reation rates slow or if the system under-
goes large, rapid and disrete transitions. In the Gillespie algorithm, hanges in
the numbers of the reating moleules our in integral numbers brought about
by random, distint reation events. The Gillespie algorithm is desribed in de-
tail in Setion 4 and some illustrative examples are given. Reent experiments
at the level of a single ell have shown that gene expression ours in abrupt
stohasti bursts [16, 17, 18, 19℄. Further, in an ensemble of ells, the levels of
proteins produed have a bimodal distribution. In a large fration of ells, the
gene expression is either o or has a high value. We have proposed a model of
gene expression the essential features of whih are stohastiity and oopera-
tive binding of RNA polymerase, the moleule responsible for transription [20℄.
The model an reprodue the bimodality observed in experiments. We inlude a
desription of the model in Setion 4 to give an additional example of the eet
of stohastiity on gene regulation. Setion 5 of the review ontains onluding
remarks.
The emphasis in this review is on reent studies of biologial networks. There
are a number of exhaustive reviews and books on earlier work. The three major
themes that several reent studies fous on are: topology of networks, nonlinear
dynamis and its onsequenes and the role of stohastiity in biologial pro-
esses. The present review is meant to be an introdution to these themes and
to highlight the fat that interdisiplinary approahes are essential to develop
an integrated understanding of biologial networks.
2 Topology of omplex networks
Many real life networks have a omplex struture. The mathematiians Erdös
and Rényi [21℄ were the rst to propose a model of a omplex network known
as a random graph. One starts with N nodes and onnets every pair of nodes
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with probability p. The graph thus has approximately
pN(N−1)
2 links distributed
in a random manner. Studies of real life networks, however, reveal that these
annot be desribed as random graphs. This distintion is possible on the basis
of quantitative measurements of ertain topologial features whih we dene
below. Several omplex networks inluding the random graph are desribed as
small world networks [1, 2, 3, 22℄. The small world idea implies that though the
networks are large in size (the number of nodes in a network is a measure of its
size), any pair of nodes an be onneted by a short path. The distane between
two nodes is given by the number of links along the shortest path onneting
the nodes. In Figure 1, the distane between the nodes A and B is three. The
diameter of the network, also known as the average path length l, is the average
of the distanes between all pairs of nodes. The global population is huge but
still we live in a small world as any random pair of individuals are onneted to
eah other through a short path of intermediate aquaintanes. This was rst
established by Stanley Milgram [23℄ who found out that the average path length
of intermediate aquaintanes is six. In a small world network, the diameter
sales as the logarithm of the number of nodes.
The seond measurable topologial feature of a omplex network is its degree
distribution [1, 2, 3℄. The number of links by whih a node is onneted to the
other nodes varies from node to node. Let P (k) be the probability that a
randomly seleted node has exatly k links. Equivalently, P (k) is the fration
of nodes, on an average, whih has exatly k links. One an dene an average
degree 〈k〉 of the network, the degree of a node being the number of links
attahed to the node. In a random graph, the links are established randomly
and most of the nodes have degrees lose to 〈k〉 . The degree distribution P (k)
vs. k is Poissonian. It is strongly peaked at k = 〈k〉 and has an exponential
deay for large k, i.e., P (k) ∼ e−k for k ≫ 〈k〉 and k ≪ 〈k〉 . In many real
life networks, the degree distribution P (k) has no well-dened peak but has a
power-law distribution
P (k) ∼ k−γ (1)
where the exponent γ is a numerial onstant. Suh networks are known as
sale-free networks beause they are not tied to a spei sale. P (k) has a
nite value over a wide range of k values. The power-law form of the degree
distribution implies that the networks are extremely inhomogeneous unlike in
the ase of a random graph. In a sale- free network, there are many nodes with
few links and a few nodes with many links. The highly onneted nodes play
a key role in the funtionality of the network. Both the random graph and the
sale-free networks are small world networks.
The third topologial quantity whih is measurable is known as the lustering
oeient [2, 22℄. The oeient is a measure of the tendeny of the nodes of the
network towards lustering. In a soial network, the individuals are the nodes
and two nodes are onneted by a link if the individuals are aquainted with
eah other. In suh a network, one's friend's friends are also likely to be one's
friends giving rise to a lustering of aquaintanes. The lustering oeient is
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dened in the following manner. Let us selet a spei node i in the network
whih is onneted by ki links to ki other nodes. If these rst neighbours are
all part of a luster, there would be
ki(ki−1)
2 links between them. The lustering
oeient Ci of node i is given by
Ci =
2Ei
ki(ki − 1)
(2)
where Ei is the number of atual links whih exist between the ki nodes. The
lustering oeient C of the whole network is obtained by taking an average
over all the Ci values. The utility of the lustering oeient is demonstrated in
the following example. The neural network of the nematode worm C. Elegans is
small in size [2, 24℄. The number of neurons whih onstitute the nodes of the
network is 282. A link exists between two nodes if the neurons are onneted by
either a synapse or a gap juntion. The average degree of the network is 〈k〉 =14.
Now onsider a random graph of the same size and average degree. The average
path lengths for the neural network and the random graph are similar, 2.65 and
2.25 respetively. Is the neural network then a random graph? The answer is
no as the lustering oeient of the former has the value 0.28 whih is muh
larger than the value 0.05 in the ase of the latter network. Examples of real
life networks whih are sale-free are [2, 25℄: the ollaboration graph of movie
ators (size N of the network = 212 250 nodes, average degree 〈k〉 = 28.78, the
exponent γ in Eq.(1) is γ = 2.3 ), the WWW (N = 325 729, 〈k〉 = 5.46, γ =
2.1) and the network of itations (N = 783 339 papers, 〈k〉 = 8.57, γ = 3). The
results are obtained from available databases. A more omprehensive and up to
date list of networks is given in Ref. [2℄.
We now disuss some omplex, biologial networks. Reently, Jeong et al [4℄
have systematially investigated the topologial properties of the ore metaboli
networks of 43 dierent organisms representing all the three domains of life. The
data on these organisms are available in the WIT (What Is There) database. As
already mentioned in the Introdution, the nodes of the metaboli network are
the dierent substrates. Two substrates are onneted by a link if they parti-
ipate in the same biohemial reation. The metaboli networks have dierent
sizes, the less omplex organisms having smaller sizes. There is onsiderable
variation in the individual onstituents and the pathways of the networks. Yet
they display idential topologial saling properties whih resemble those of
omplex non-biologial networks. The metaboli networks have been found to
belong to the lass of sale-free networks. The probability that a substrate par-
tiipates in k reations has a power-law distribution. The links in a metaboli
network are direted as many biohemial reations are preferentially atalysed
in one diretion. For eah node, one has to distinguish between inoming and
outgoing links. Correspondingly, there are two exponents γin and γout . The
exponents turn out to have the same value of 2.2.
In the metaboli network, the distane between two substrates is given by
the number of links (reations) in the shortest biohemial pathway onnet-
ing the two substrates. A surprising result obtained by Jeong et al is that the
diameter of the metaboli network is the same for all the 43 organisms, i.e.,
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it does not depend upon the number of substrates (nodes) belonging to the
network. This is ounterintuitive and only possible if with inreasing organism
omplexity pre-existing individual substrates are inreasingly onneted in or-
der to maintain a more or less onstant network diameter. In support of this
onjeture, Jeong et al found that the average number of reations in whih
a ertain substrate partiipates inreases as the number of substrates in the
organism inreases. Conservation of the network diameter may be favourable
for the survival and growth of an organism. A larger diameter would possibly
diminish the organism's ability to respond to hanges in an eient manner.
The sale-free harater of the metaboli network implies that a few hubs
whih are highly onneted play a dominant role in the funtioning of the net-
work. On sequential removal of these highly-onneted nodes, the network di-
ameter rises sharply and ultimately the network disintegrates into isolated frag-
ments. On the other hand, the network diameter does not hange appreiably
when the nodes with a few links are removed from the network. Sale-free net-
works, in general, are robust against random mutations/errors but vulnerable to
attaks targeted at highly onneted nodes. Complex ommuniation networks
are surprisingly robust, loal failures rarely hamper the global transmission of
information. Organisms an grow and survive in hostile environments due to
the error tolerane of the underlying metaboli network. A random graph is
not as robust against random mutations/errors. Mutagenesis studies in-silio
and in-vivo [26℄ have established the remarkable error tolerane of the metaboli
network of E.oli on removing a large number of metaboli enzymes. Jeong et
al, in their study of the metaboli networks of organisms found that only ∼ 4%
of all the substrates present in all the 43 organisms are present in all the speies.
The striking fat is that the small number of substrates, ommon to all speies,
turn out to be the most highly onneted ones. On the other hand, there are
speies-spei dierenes in the ase of less-onneted substrates.
Jeong et al in a separate study [5℄ have investigated the protein-protein
interation network of the yeast S.erevisiae. The network has 1870 proteins
as nodes whih are linked by 2240 diret physial interations identied mostly
by systemati two-hybrid experiments. Atual measurements show that the
probability P (k) that a given yeast protein interats with k other yeast proteins
has a power-law distribution with an exponential uto at kc = 20.
P (k) ∼ (k + k0)
−γe−
(k+k0)
kc
(3)
with k0 = 1 and γ = 2.4. The protein-protein interation network of the ba-
terium H. Pylori [7℄ displays similar topology. For the metaboli networks, the
exponent γ has the value 2.2. The value of γ falls in the range 2.0-2.5 for many
sale-free networks. Like the metaboli network and other sale-free networks,
the protein-protein interation network is found to be immune to random muta-
tions. The removal of highly onneted nodes may, however, disrupt the network
funtion. The protein produt of the p53 tumor-suppressor gene is one of the
most highly onneted proteins found in human ells. Mutations of p53 gene
aet ellular funtions severely from a biomedial point of view.
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In fat, Jeong et al's study on the protein-protein interation network in
yeast shows that proteins with ve or lesser number of links onstitute ∼ 93%
of the total number of proteins but only ∼ 21% of them are essential so that
the removal of suh proteins proves to be lethal. In ontrast, only ∼ 0.7% of the
total number of proteins have more than 15 links but single deletion of ∼ 62%
of these severely aets the funtioning of the network. It is possible that the
proteins whih onstitute the highly onneted nodes in a network share ommon
strutural features. These features favour the binding of many dierent types
of proteins to the proteins in question. The sale-free harater of both the
metaboli and protein-protein interation networks suggests the evolutionary
seletion of a ommon large sale struture of biologial networks. Studies of
other biologial networks are expeted to provide further evidene for this idea.
3 Nonlinear dynamis
The dynamis of gene regulatory networks are desribed by oupled nonlinear
p.d.e.'s whih an be olletively represented as
dX(t)
dt
= f(X,R) (4)
where X(t) is the N -omponent state vetor (X1(t), ..., XN (t)) and f is a set of
nonlinear funtions f1(X,R), ...., fN(X,R) . There are thus N oupled p.d.e.'s
and an individual p.d.e. is of the form
dXi(t)
dt
= fi(X1, ....XN , R) (5)
There are in total N speies of biohemial moleules partiipating in M re-
ations. Xi(t) (i = 1, ..., N) represents the onentration of the ith moleular
speies at time t . R represents a set of ontrol parameters. The funtions f ′is
are nonlinear funtions of the X ′is and the spei forms of the funtions are
determined by the strutures and rate onstants of the M hemial reations.
As an example onsider the set of reations
P → A (6)
A→ B (7)
A+ 2B → 3B (8)
B → C (9)
The reations represent the onversion of the preursor speies P into a nal
produt C via a sequene of four reations involving two intermediates A and
B . The third reation is autoatalyti as B atalyses its own prodution. The
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seond reation represents the unatalysed onversion of A to B and the last
reation shows that the atalyst B deays into the produt C . The equations
are assumed to be irreversible. Also, the onentration of the reatant P is
assumed to be onstant over a reasonable period of time. This is possible if
the initial onentration of P is large. Let p0 (onstant), a and b denote the
onentrations of the moleular speies P , A and B . The deay produt C does
not partiipate in any further reation and so does not inuene the hemial
kinetis. The rates of the four suessive hemial reations are k0p0 , kua ,
kcab
2
and kdb respetively where k0 , ku , kc , kd are the rate onstants. The
equations governing the hemial kinetis are
da
dt
= k0p0 − kcab
2 − kua (10)
db
dt
= kua+ kcab
2 − kdb (11)
In the general sheme of p.d.e.'s shown in Eq. (5), N = 2, i.e., there are two
moleular speies A and B partiipating in M = 4 hemial reations. X1 = a
and X2 = b are the onentrations of the moleuleas A and B. The r.h.s.'s
of Eqs. (10) and (11) are the nonlinear funtions f1(X1, X2) and f2(X1, X2),
the nonlinearity arising from the autoatalyti term kcab
2
. The rate onstants
together with p0 onstitute the ontrol parameters R.
In the general ase, imagine an abstrat N - dimensional state spae with
axes X1, ...., XN . The state of the system at any instant of time, say t0, is
given by the N -omponent state vetor X(t0). In the state spae, this state
is represented by a single point. The time evolution of the system gives rise
to a trajetory in the state spae. The trajetory may end up at a xed point
X∗. At this point, the rates of hange of all the variables in the system are
exatly zero, i.e., the l.h.s.'s of the N equations in Eq.(5) are zero. The system
is said to be in the steady state at the xed point. At this point, the state of
the system remains unhanged as a funtion of time. The only way of hanging
the state of the system is to apply perturbations to it. A xed point is stable
if small perturbations around the point eventually damp out. The stable xed
point ats as an attrator to the states in its viinity. The orresponding region
in the state spae is alled the basin of attration. The nonlinear dynamis may
give rise to more than one xed point. If there are two stable xed points, the
system is bistable, i.e., two stable steady states are possible. One an similarly
dene multistability.
The other long-term possibilities for the trajetory in the state spae are a
limit yle and a strange attrator. In the rst ase, the trajetory goes towards
a losed loop and eventually irulates around it forever. In physial terms, this
orresponds to stable osillations in the system. The strange attrator is a set
of states to whih the trajetory is onned, never stopping or repeating. Suh
aperiodi motion is often indiative of haos in the system. We now disuss the
role of the ontrol parameters R (Eqs. (4) and (5)) in the nonlinear dynamis
of a system. By varying these parameters, one an bring about hanges in the
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qualitative struture of the dynamis. Suh hanges are known as bifurations.
For example, as a parameter is hanged, a steady state an beome unstable and
replaed by stable osillations. A system with one stable steady state hanges
over to multistability, i.e., the system an exist in multiple steady states. To
give a simple example of bifuration, onsider the rate equation
dx
dt
= µx− x2 (12)
There are two xed points of this equation: x∗ = 0 and x∗ = µ. To determine
the stability of the xed points, one undertakes what is known as the linear
stability analysis. One determines the time evolution of a small perturbation
δx(t)(= x(t) − x∗) around the xed point. By substituting x(t) = x∗ + δx(t)
in Eq.(12) and ignoring terms of the order of (δx(t))2 , one obtains δx(t) ∼ eµt
when x∗ = 0. The xed point is stable if µ < 0 sine δx(t) redues to zero during
time evolution. The xed point is unstable if µ > 0 and µc = 0 is the bifuration
point. If x∗ = µ, then δx(t) ∼ e−µt . Hene the xed point is unstable if µ
< 0 and stable for µ > 0. Dierent types of bifuration are possible a detailed
disussion of whih is given in standard textbooks and reviews [27, 28, 29℄ on
nonlinear dynamis.
If there is more than one stable xed point, a swith-like behaviour is pos-
sible. In the ase of bistability, the system remains in one stable state until a
suiently large perturbation drives the system to the other stable state. The
system ontinues to remain in the latter state even after the perturbation is re-
moved. The λ-phage lysis-lysogeny network oers an example of bistability [9℄.
The lyti and the lysogeni states are the two possible steady states. A transi-
tion from the lysogeni to the lyti state ours on irradiating with ultra-violet
light. In a gene regulatory network, a negative (positive) feedbak implies that a
gene produt inhibits (promotes) its own level of ativity. To give an example,
a protein whih represses the transription of its own gene operates through
negative feedbak. It has been found that negative (positive) feedbak inreases
(dereases) stability in gene regulatory systems [30℄. Real life gene regulatory
networks are often omplex. Some of the examples are the λ-phage lysis-lysogeny
iruit, the regulatory network for the ativation of the tumour-suppressor pro-
tein p53 [31℄ and the bateriophage T7 (another lyti phage whih infets E.oli
) network [32℄. Computational modelling studies of these networks have been
undertaken with a view to explain experimental results. The quantitative agree-
ment between theory and experiment is most often not good. The reasons are
two fold: the omplex nature of the networks and the diulty in arrying out
atual experiments on them. Computational as well as mathematial modelling
of simpler networks is more extensive. Suh networks inorporate the essential
features of their more omplex ounterparts. The models seek to explain ex-
perimental results at a qualitative level. There are also abstrat mathematial
models of gene expression/regulation whih highlight the general priniples and
their outomes. There are already some good reviews and books on the om-
putational and mathematial modelling of gene regulatory networks [9, 33, 34℄.
For the purpose of this review, we pik on just one example, that of a syntheti
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gene regulatory network whih illustrates the importane of nonlinearity in the
dynamis of the network.
Gardner et al [11℄ have onstruted and tested a syntheti, bistable gene
regulatory network based on the preditions of a simple mathematial model.
The network is alled a geneti toggle swith and onsists of two repressors
(proteins) and two promoters. The enzyme RNA polymerase (RNAP) binds to
the promoter region of a DNA sequene to initiate the proess of transription.
The initial binding of RNAP to a promoter an be prevented by the binding of a
regulatory protein to an overlapping segment of DNA, alled operator. The gene
expression is o in this ase. Fig. 2 shows a simple sketh of the toggle network.
The two promoters are designated as PL and Ptrc−2 . PL drives the expression
of the lacI gene and Ptrc−2 that of the cI gene. The lacI and cI genes express
the proteins of the same names. The proteins mutually inhibit the prodution
of eah other, hene the name repressor. The lacI proteins form tetramers and
the tetramer binds to operator sites adjaent to the Ptrc−2 promoter, bloking
the transription of the cI gene in the proess. The cI proteins, when produed,
form dimers. The repressor dimer ooperatively binds to the operator sites in
the viinity of the PL promoter. As a result, transription of the lacI gene is
not possible.
The nonlinear dynamis of the toggle network are governed by the following
two equations:
dU
dt
=
α1
1 + V β
− U (13)
dV
dt
=
α2
1 + Uγ
− V (14)
where U and V are the onentrations of lacI and cI proteins respetively, α1
and α2 are the eetive rates of synthesis of lacI and cI proteins, β is the
ooperativity of repression of the PL promoter and γ the same in the ase of
the Ptrc − 2 promoter. Fig. 3 reveals the origin of bistability in the system.
The nulllines
dU
dt
= 0 and
dV
dt
= 0 interset at three points. These are the
xed points (steady states) of the dynamis. Two of the xed points are stable
and the third unstable. The bistability ours provided β, γ > 1 (ooperative
repression of transription) and the rates of synthesis of the two repressors are
balaned. If the rates are not balaned, the nulllines interset at a single point
giving rise to a single stable steady state (monostability).
In the region of bistability, the two stable steady states orrespond to (1)
State 1 (high V / low U ) and (2) State 2 ( low V / high U ) respetively. There
are two basins of attration, one above the separatrix and the other below
it. In the log(α1) vs. log(α2) parameter spae, bifuration lines separate the
monostable and bistable regions [11℄. The size of the bistable region dereases
on reduing the ooperativity of repression (β and γ ). The parameters α1, α2, β
and γ at as the ontrol parameter R hanging whih a transition (bifuration)
between monostability and bistability ours.
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In the region of bistability, the toggle is ipped between the stable states
(States 1 and 2) using transient hemial or thermal indution. The hemial
agent isopropyl-β -D-thiogalatopyranoside (IPTG) an bind to lacI tetramers.
As a result, the latter annot bind to the operator region in the neighbourhood
of the promoter Ptrc− 2, i.e., lacI an no longer repress the prodution of the
cI proteins. Suppose the bistable system is originally in the stable State 2 (high
U ( lacI ), low V ( cI )). On the indution of IPTG, the onentration of the
cI proteins inreases as a funtion of time. The cI proteins in their turn repress
the prodution of lacI proteins the onentration of whih begins to fall. The
dynamis ultimately leads the system to the other xed point (State 1). The
system remains in this stable steady state (low U / high V ) even after the
removal of the IPTG stimulus. How an the toggle ip bak to State 2 ? This
is ahieved by using a temperature-sensitive cI protein in the network. The
degradation rate of this protein inreases as temperature is raised. On raising
the temperature to 42◦C (atual experiment), the onentration of cI proteins
starts to fall. Sine repression is less, the onentration of lacI proteins starts
to go up.
The system nally reahes the xed point orresponding to the stable steady
State 2. After the steady state is reahed, the temperature of the system is re-
dued (32◦C in the experiment). The system ontinues to remain in the steady
State 2. A full yle of the swithing proess is now ompleted. The atual on-
strution of the toggle swith has been aomplished in E.oli using the standard
tools of moleular biology [11℄. There is a reasonable agreement between the
theoretial preditions based on Eqs.(13) and (14) and the results obtained from
experiments on the syntheti toggle network. The design of the network relies
signiantly on theoretial inputs like identiation of the region of bistability,
inreasing the ooperativity in repression (β and γ ) to ahieve bistability over
a wider region in parameter spae et. As a pratial devie, the toggle swith
may have appliations in biotehnology, bioomputing and gene therapy. As a
ellular memory unit, the toggle provides the basis for geneti applets whih
are self-ontained, programmable syntheti gene networks used in the ontrol of
ell funtions. In parallel with the toggle work, another syntheti network, the
repressilator has been designed and tested [35℄. The repressilator dynamis is
again nonlinear and give rise to osillations in the onentrations of the ellular
proteins. The design of the network is based on a simple mathematial model of
transriptional regulation. The repressilator provides insight about the design
priniples of other osillatory systems suh as iradian loks found in many
organisms inluding yanobateria. The geneti toggle swith and the repres-
silator demonstrate that theoretial models an provide the design riteria for
the atual onstrution of syntheti, gene regulatory networks. These simple
networks have appliations as pratial devies and also help us to understand
the funtional properties of the more omplex, naturally-ourring networks.
Nonlinear dynamis an give rise to various types of instability one of whih
is the Turing instability. In 1952, Turing [36℄ in a seminal paper proposed a
mehanism for pattern formation in biologial systems as well as the develop-
ment of struture during the growth of an organism. Examples of biologial
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patterns are the spots on the skin of a leopard, the stripes of a zebra, the ar-
rangement of veins on the leaves of a tree et. Struture formation is initiated
by the proess of ell dierentiation, an example is the emergene of limbs in
an organism during the growth of the organism from the featureless embryoni
stage. The Turing mehanism involves both reation as well as diusion pro-
esses. To illustrate the mehanism, onsider two hemial agents, the ativator
and the inhibitor. The ativator is autoatalyti, i.e., it promotes its own pro-
dution as well as that of the inhibitor. The inhibitor, as the name implies, is
antagonisti to the ativator and represses its prodution. Both the hemials
an diuse but the inhibitor has a muh larger diusion oeient. Consider
a homogeneous distribution of the ativator and the inhibitor in the system.
Inrease the onentration of the ativator by a small amount in a loal region.
This gives rise to further inreases in the loal onentrations of the ativator
and the inhibitor. The inhibitor quikly diuses to the surrounding region and
prevents the ativator from reahing there. Thus, in the steady state, islands
of high ativator onentration exist in a sea of high inhibitor onentration.
The islands onstitute what is known as the Turing pattern. Diusion in gen-
eral smooths out onentration dierenes in a system but the Turing proess
involving both reation and diusion gives rise to a steady pattern of onentra-
tion gradients. There is now inreasing evidene that hemial gradients play
a ruial role in the formation of patterns and ell dierentiation in biologi-
al systems. To give an example, the protein bioid has been found to have a
graded onentration distribution in the Drosophila melanogaster embryo. It
is responsible for the organization of the anterior half of the y and has been
fully haraterised [37, 38℄. Many reation-diusion (RD) models have been
proposed based on the Turing mehanism and some of these an reprodue the
patterns observed in nature [39, 40, 41, 42℄. The basi sale of a pattern is
larger than the size of an individual ell and so the RD proesses involve more
than one ell. Cells possibly hoose developmental pathways depending upon
their loation in the onentration gradient. Position-dependent ativation of
geneti swthes in the ells may onstitute an important step in both pattern
and struture formation. Diret evidene for this in terms of a detailed hara-
terization of the genes involved and an identiation of the atual biohemial
reations ourring in the ells, is, however, yet to be obtained. Turing patterns
have so far been experimentally observed in ertain hemial RD systems in the
laboratory [43, 44℄ and also in some biologial systems [45, 46℄.
4 Eet of stohastiity
As already mentioned in the Introdution, stohasti utuations in the dy-
namis of the gene regulatory network lead to a probabilisti seletion of devel-
opmental pathways. The λ-phage lysis-lysogeny network [47℄ was disussed as
an example. Fig. 4 shows some of the key omponents of the network. The
omplexity of the full network is aptured in Figure 1 of Ref. [13℄. We onne
our attention to the simpler network. It onsists of two λ -phage genes cI and
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cro. The orresponding promoters are PRM and PR respetively. Transription
of the gene cI ( cro ) expresses the regulatory protein λ repressor ( Cro ). Both
the proteins are apable of binding to the operator regions OR1 , OR2 and OR3.
They at antagonistially to ontrol promoter ativity. Transription of the cI
gene, initiated from the promoter PRM , takes plae whenever there is no pro-
tein of either type binding to OR3 . The λ repressor moleule has a dumbell
shape and there is a tendeny for two suh moleules to bind and form a dimer.
The operator region OR1 has the highest anity for the binding of λ repressor
dimer. The binding inreases the anity of OR2 for a seond repressor dimer,
i.e., a ooperative binding of dimers to the operator regions OR1 and OR2 takes
plae. The λ repressor has both negative and positive ontrol. If the λ repressor
is present at OR2 , transription of the cro gene is not possible. This is beause
the repressor overs part of the DNA that a RNAP moleule must have aess
to in order to reognize the promoter PR , bind to it and initiate the transrip-
tion of the cro gene. The same repressor at OR2 exhibits positive ontrol in
helping a RNAP moleule to bind to the promoter PRM and begin transrip-
tion of the cI gene. The inrease in the transription rate is approximately
tenfold [47℄. If OR2 is not oupied by the repressor, the transription rate of
the cI gene is low. The reason for the dramati inrease in the transription rate
is the following. The presene of a repressor dimer bound to OR2 leads to an
inreased anity of PRM for RNAP beause the polymerase is held at PRM not
only by its ontats with the DNA but also due to the protein-protein ontat
with the repressor. In summary, a repressor dimer bound to OR2 , represses
transription from PR but promotes transription at PRM .
The cro gene is transribed only when the operator region OR3 is either
empty or has Cro dimer bound to it. The transription of the cI gene annot
take plae if the OR1 and OR2 regions are oupied by either protein, λ repres-
sor and Cro. In the lysogeni state, all the phage genes are o exept for one
gene cI whih produes the protein λ repressor. The protein in turn binds to
the operators OR1 and OR2 in the form of dimers and ativates the transrip-
tion of its own gene at PRM . The bound λ repressor dimers further prevent
transription initiation at PR . Irradiation of the lysogen with ultra-violet light
inativates λ repressor making the synthesis of the seond regulatory protein
Cro possible. Cro promotes lyti growth and ompetes with the λ repressor in
oupying the same operator sites. Inreased Cro prodution leads to a greater
probability of Cro binding at OR3 whih prevents the initiation of transription
at PRM . The onentration of the λ repressor starts to fall down as a result.
The onentration of Cro proteins inreases and when it reahes a level suh
that the operator regions OR1 and OR2 begin to be oupied, the transription
at PR is also halted. The swithover from the lysogeni to the lyti state is
further possible by recA -mediated degradation of the λ repressor ( recA is a
atalyti protein ).
Arkin et al [13℄ have analysed the stohasti kinetis of the full λ-phage
network whih onsists of more genes and regulatory elements than shown in
Figure 4. Their detailed investigations show that utuations in the rates of
gene expression give rise to random patterns of protein prodution in individ-
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ual ells and wide diversity in instantaneous protein onentrations aross ell
populations. Eah ell has two developmental pathways: lyti and lysogeni.
The pathway seletion depends upon whih protein, λ repressor or Cro, takes
ontrol of the operator region. If it is the λ repressor, the lysogeni pathway is
hosen. If the Cro takes ontrol, the lyti pathway is seleted. Due to stohasti
utuations, the onentrations of λ repressor and Cro vary onsiderably from
ell to ell tipping the balane in favour of one or the other pathway. As a result,
initially homogeneous ell populations an partition randomly into distint lyti
and lysogeni subpopulations. Arkin et al have onstruted a stohasti kineti
model of the λ-phage iruit and based on model alulations predited the
fration of infeted ells seleting the lysogeni pathway at dierent phage:ell
ratios. The theoretial results are onsistent with the experimental results of
Kourilsky [48℄. The kineti model uses the stohasti formulation of hemial
kinetis [14, 15℄, stohasti mehanisms of gene expression [12℄ and a statistial-
thermodynamial model of promoter regulation [49℄. Probabilisti seletion of
developmental pathways ours in several other gene regulatory networks pro-
duing stohasti phenotypi outomes. Some examples are given in Table 4 of
Ref. [10℄.
We now desribe the well-known Gillespie algorithm [14, 15℄ whih is in-
resingly being used by biologists in the stohasti kineti approah to the study
of gene expression and regulation in dierent systems Let us onsider a system
of N hemials partiipating in M reations Rµ. The state of the system at
any instant of time t is represented as (X1, ..., XN ) where Xi is the number of
moleules of the ith hemial speies. Two questions have to be answered to
determine how the system evolves in time: (1) when will the next reation our
and (2) what type of reation will it be ? Let
Cµdt = the probability that an Rµ (µ = 1, ...,M) reation ours in the
next innitesimal time interval dt for a partiular ombination of the reatant
moleules. Let hµ be the number of distint ombinations of moleules available
in the state (X1, ...XN ) for the Rµ reation.
As an example, onsider the reation
A+B → C (15)
Let X1 and X2 be the number of moleules of types A and B respetively. Then
h = X1X2 . Let
aµdt = hµCµdt be the probability that an Rµ reation ours in time (t, t+dt)
given the system is in the state (X1, ..., XN) at time t.
The reation probability density funtion P (τ, µ)dτ is the probability that given
the state (X1, ..., XN ) at time t, the next reation will our in the innitesimal
time interval (t+ τ, t+ τ + dτ) and will be an Rµ reation,
P (τ, µ)dτ = P0(τ)aµdτ (16)
where P0(τ) is the probability that no reation ours in the time interval (t, t+
τ) and aµdτ is the subsequent probability that an Rµ reation ours in the
time interval (t+ τ, t+ τ + dτ). Now
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P0(τ + dτ) = P0(τ)
[
1−
M∑
ν=1
aνdτ
]
(17)
where the expression inside the braket is the probability that no reation ours
in time dτ from the state (X1, ...., XN ). Eq. (17) an be solved to obtain
P0(τ) = exp
[
−
M∑
ν=1
aντ
]
(18)
Substituting for P0(τ) in Eq. (16), one gets
P (τ, µ) = aµexp (−a0τ) (19)
if 0 ≤ τ <∞, µ = 1, ...,M and P (τ, µ) = 0 otherwise.
aµ = hµCµ, (µ = 1, ...,M) (20)
and
a0 =
M∑
ν=1
aν (21)
Now the goal is to generate a pair of random numbers (τ, µ) aording to the
probability distribution (19). To do this, use the standard random number
generator to obtain two random numbers from the uniform distribution in the
unit interval. Take
τ =
1
a0
ln
(
1
r1
)
(22)
and µ is hosen to be the integer for whih
µ−1∑
ν=1
aν < r2a0 ≤
µ∑
ν=1
aν (23)
The pair of numbers (τ, µ), (Eqs. (22) and (23)), belongs to the set of random
pairs desribed by the probability density funtion P (τ, µ). For a rigorous proof
of this see Refs. [14, 15℄. One (τ, µ) are known, put
t = t+ τ (24)
and adjust the Xi values aording to the Rµ reation. If the Rµ reation is the
one shown in Eq.(15), both X1 and X2 have to be dereased by 1 and X3, the
number of moleules of C, inreased by 1.
The input values at time t = 0 are hν , Cν(ν = 1, ...M) and the initial values
of Xi(i = 1, ..., N). The steps of the Gillespie algorithm are:
Step 1
Calulate aν = hνCν(ν = 1, ...,M) and a0 =
∑M
ν=1 aν .
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Step 2
Generate r1 and r2 with the help of a uniform random number generator. Cal-
ulate τ and µ aording to the formulae in Eqs. (22) and (23).
Step 3
Advane t by τ (Eq.(24)) and adjust the Xi values aording to Rµ. Then repeat
the steps from Step 1 to further advane the system in time.
Reently, Kierzek et [50℄ al have used the Gillespie algorithm to study a
stohasti kineti model of prokaryoti gene expression. They expliitly onsid-
ered ten biohemial reations:
P +RNAP → P−RNAP (25)
P−RNAP → P +RNAP (26)
P−RNAP → TrRNAP (27)
TrRNAP → RBS + P + EIRNAP (28)
where P denotes the promoter region of the gene and P−RNAP the bound
promoter-RNAP omplex. Reation 2 (Eq.(26)) desribes RNAP dissoia-
tion and Reation 3 the isomerization of losed omplex to open omplex,
TrRNAP is the ativated RNAP−promoter omplex. Reation 4 desribes
learane of promoter region by RNAP, EIRNAP stands for RNAP transrib-
ing the gene and synthesizing the mRNA moleule and RBS is the ribosome
binding site on mRNA. The other reations are:
Ribosome+RBS → RibRBS (29)
RibRBS → RBS +Ribosome (30)
RibRBS → EIRib+RBS (31)
RBS → decay (32)
EIRib→ protein (33)
Protein→ decay (34)
Reations 5-10 (Eqs. (29)-(34)) desribe translation, mRNA deay and pro-
tein degradation. Reation 5 desribes Ribosome binding to RBS , the bound
omplex is designated as RibRBS . Reation 6 is the dissoiation of the bound
omplex. Reation 7 desribes Ribosome binding site learane, EIRib is the
Ribosome whih translates the mRNA. Reation 8 has degradation of RBS by
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the enzyme RNAaseE. RNAaseE and Ribosomes are in ompetition to o-
upy RBS. If RNAaseE binds rst then it initiates the degradation of mRNA
but does not interfere with the movement of the already bound Ribosomes en-
gaged in the proess of translation. Every Ribosome whih suessfully binds
to the RBS ompletes translation of the protein. Reation 9 orresponds to
the ompletion of protein synthesis. Reation 10 represents protein deay. The
stohasti rate onstants C′µs of the dierent reations, needed as inputs to the
Gillespie algorithm, an be alulated from the more familiar hemial rate on-
stants listed in Kierzek et al's paper [50℄. For rst order hemial reations, the
stohasti rate onstant is equal to the rate onstant of a hemial reation. For
seond order reations, the stohasti rate onstant is equal to the rate onstant
divided by the volume of the system (in this ase a ell).
In the last part of this Setion, we desribe a ooperative stohasti model of
gene expression proposed by us [20℄. As already explained in the Introdution,
the model has been onstruted to explain the bimodal distribution in gene ex-
pression observed in reent experiments. The model desribes the transription
of a single gene with one promoter region. There is one operaor region to whih
a regulatory protein R an bind. This prevents the binding of a RNAP to
the promoter so that transription of the gene annot be initiated. There is a
nite probability that the bound R moleule dissoiates from the operator at
any instant of time. RNAP moleule then has a ertain probability of binding
to the promoter and initiating transription.
Eah of the possibilities desribed above atually involves a series of physio-
hemial proesses, a detailed haraterization of whih is not required for the
model of gene expression proposed by us. We represent a gene by a one-
dimensional lattie of n + 2 sites. The rst two sites represent the operator
and promoter respetively. The lattie is a oarse-grained desription of an
atual gene. In reality, the operator and promoter regions may extend over a
ertain number of base pairs in the DNA and they an be overlapping or not.
In our model, they are represented as single sites. Eah of the other sites in the
lattie represents a nite number of base pairs in the DNA moleule.
The dierent physio-hemial proesses are lumped together into a few sim-
ple events whih are random in nature. This lumping together avoids unne-
essary omplexity that has no bearing on the basi nature of the proess. The
operator (O) and the promoter (P ) together an be in four possible ongu-
rations: 10, 01, 00 and 11. The numbers 1 and 0 stand for oupied and
unoupied. The onguration ij desribes the oupation status of O (i)
and P (j). For example, the onguration 10 orresponds to O being oupied
by a R moleule and P being unoupied. Similarly, in the onguration 01,
O is unoupied and P is oupied by a RNAP moleule. Binding of R and
RNAP moleules are mutually exlusive so that the onguration 11 is stritly
prohibited. Given a 00 onguration at time t, the transition probabilities to
ongurations 10 and 01 at time t + 1 are p1 and p2 respetively. The proba-
bility of remaining in the onguration 00 is 1− p1 − p2. A 10 onguration at
time t goes to a 00 onguration at time t+ 1 with probability p3 and remains
unhanged with probability 1− p3. We have assumed all the probabilities to be
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time-independent. The RNAP moleule one bound to the promoter initiates
transription in the next time step, i.e., the 01 onguration makes a transition
to a 00 onguration with probability 1. The motion of RNAP is in the for-
ward diretion and the moleule overs a unit distane (the distane between
two suessive lattie sites) in eah time step. One the moleule reahes the
last site of the lattie, the transription ends and a mRNA is synthesized.
The seond major feature of our model is the ooperative binding of RNAP
to the promoter, when an adjaent RNAP moleule is present. This implies
that there is a higher probability of binding of RNAP to the promoter in one
time step if another RNAP moleule is present at the site next to the promoter.
In our model, the probability of ooperative binding is p4 whih is larger than
p2. The probabilities p1 and 1 − p1 − p2 are hanged to new values p5 and
1 − p4 − p5 respetively. Degradation of mRNA is taken into aount by as-
suming the deay rate to be given by µN , where N is the number of mRNAs
present at time t. The number of mRNAs produed as a funtion of time is
studied by Monte Carlo simulation. For the sake of simpliity, we have not
tried to simulate protein levels or enzymati produts thereof, i.e., we study
gene expression upto the level of transription (mRNA synthesis). Sine the
number of protein moleules and onverted produts should be proportional to
the number of mRNA moleules, no loss of generality is introdued by this
simpliation. The lattie onsists of 52 sites (n = 50). Stohasti events are
simulated with the help of a random number generator. The updating rule of
our ellular automaton (CA) model is that in eah time step t, the oupation
status ( 0 or 1) of eah site (exept for the O site) at time t − 1 is transferred
to the nearest-neighbour site towards the right. If the last site is 1 at t − 1, a
mRNA is synthesized at t and the number of mRNAs inreases by one. In the
same time step, the onguration ij of OP is determined with the probabilities
already speied. Thus, in eah time step, the RNAP moleule, if present on
the gene, moves forward by unit lattie distane (progression of transription)
followed by the updating of the OP onguration. Figure 5 shows the onen-
tration [mRNA] of mRNA moleules in the ell as a funtion of time for the
parameter values p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.5, p3 = 0.3, p4 = 0.85, p5 = 0.05 and µ = 0.4.
Note that an almost four-fold inrease in the probability of RNAP binding is
assumed due to ooperativity. The stohasti nature of the gene expression is
evident from the gure, with random intervals between the bursts of ativity.
One also noties the presene of several bursts of large size. It is important
to emphasize that the frequeny of transition between high and low expression
levels is a funtion of the parameter values hosen and may be low for ertain
parameter values. For the probability values onsidered, the two predominantly
favourable states are when the gene expression is o (state 1) and when a large
amount of gene expression takes plae (state 2). In the absene of RNAP bind-
ing, state 1 has greater weight but with the hane binding of RNAP to the
promoter (probability p2 for this is small), the weight shifts to state 2 until
another stohasti event terminates ooperative binding and the gene reverts to
state 1. The probability of obtaining a train of N suessive transribingRNAP
moleules is p2p
N−1
4 (1−p4). This is the geometri distribution funtion and the
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mean and the variane of the distribution are given by
p2
1−p4
and
p2(1+p4−p2)
(1−p4)2
re-
spetively. For the probability values already speied, the simulation has been
repeated for an ensemble of 3000 ells. For eah ell, the time evolution is upto
10000 time steps. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the number N(m) of ells
versus the fration m of the maximal number of mRNA moleules produed
after 10000 time steps. Two distint peaks are seen orresponding to zero and
maximal gene expression. Suh a bimodal distribution ours over a range of
parameter values.
Some theories have been proposed so far to explain the so-alled all or none
phenomenon in gene expression [19, 51, 52℄. These theories are mostly based
on an autoatalyti feedbak mehanism, synthesis of the gene produt gives
rise to the transport or prodution of an ativator moleule. While suh pro-
esses are ertainly possible, the bimodal distribution is a muh more general
phenomenon and has now been found in many types of ells, from baterial
to eukaryoti and for dierent types of promoters [16, 17, 18℄. The two major
features of the model of gene expression that we have proposed are stohastiity
and ooperative binding of RNAP . There is by now enough experimental evi-
dene of stohastiity in gene expression. Our suggestion of ooperative binding
of RNAP is novel and there is no diret experimental veriation of the pro-
posal as yet. There are some reent experiments whih provide indiret evidene
and these are disussed in Ref. [20℄.
5 Conluding remarks
In this review we have given an elementary introdution to some of the major
aspets of biologial networks, namely, topologial harateristis, nonlinear dy-
namis and the role of stohastiity in gene expression and regulation. The main
aim of the review is to highlight the usefulness of interdisiplinary approahes
in the study of both natural and syntheti biologial networks. Some important
features of suh networks have not been disussed in the review. One of these is
the operational reliability of networks in spite of randomness in basi regulatory
mehanisms. Many regulatory pathways do have highly preditable outomes
even when stohasti utuations are onsiderable. Cells adopt various strate-
gies like populational transriptional ooperation, hekpoints to ensure that
asaded events are appropriately synhronised, redundany and feedbak to
ahieve regulatory determinism. Some of these ideas are disussed in Ref. [10℄.
The omplexity of biologial networks raises the question of their funtional
stability. In partiular, the issue of interest is the sensitivity of networks to
variations in their biohemial parameters. Barkai and Leibler [53℄ have stud-
ied a biohemial network responsible for baterial hemotaxis and shown that
the funtional properties of the network are robust, i.e., relatively insensitive
to hanges in biohemial parameters like reation rate onstants and enzy-
mati onentrations. Bialek [54℄ has shown that extremely stable biohemial
swithes an be onstruted from small numbers of moleules though intuitively
one expets suh systems to be prone to instability due to the inherent noise.
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Metzler [55℄ in a reent paper has shown that spatial utuations in the
distribution of regulatory moleules play a non-trivial role in geneti swithing
proesses. Apart from internal stohasti utuations, external noise originat-
ing in random variations in the environment or in the externally set ontrol
parameters, may aet the funtioning of a biologial network. Hasty et al [56℄
have proposed a syntheti geneti network in whih external noise is utilised to
operate a protein swith (short noise pulses are used to turn protein prodution
on and o). In another novel appliation, external noise is used to amplify
gene expression, i.e., protein prodution by a onsiderable amount.
Geneti networks with many omponents are diult to analyze using on-
ventional tehniques. Many parallels have been drawn in the funtioning of
geneti and eletrial iruits [57, 58℄. In eletrial engineering, there are well
developed tehniques of iruit analysis whih an be used to haraterise the
operation of omplex eletrial networks. Some of these tehniques are inreas-
ingly being used to study geneti networks. Engineers are familiar with some
of the design priniples of biologial networks. Rapid transitions between the
two stable states of a system an be brought about by positive feedbak loops.
Negative feedbak loops ontrol the value of an output parameter to be within
a narrow range even if there are wide utuations in the input. Coinidene
detetion systems ativate an output provided two or more events our simul-
taneously. Parallel onnetions enable a devie to remain funtional in the event
of failures in one of the lines. One an give analogous examples from biology.
One set of positive feedbak loops is responsible for the rapid transition of ells
into mitosis (division of ell nuleus), another set brings about the exit from
mitosis in an irreversible manner. Gene transription in eukaryotes involve o-
inidene detetion. AmRNA an be produed only if the promoters regulating
gene expression are oupied by the dierent transription fators. These ex-
amples indiate that general priniples govern the funtioning of geneti and
eletrial networks though there are other aspets of suh networks whih are
not ommon to both. Biologial networks onstitute a eld of researh the in-
terdisiplinary nature of whih will beome more evident as we progress into
the twenty rst entury.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Example of a network. The solid irles and lines denote the nodes
and the links respetively.
Figure 2. Shemati diagram of the syntheti geneti toggle swith network.
There are two promoters PL and Ptrc− 2 and two genes lacI and cI.
Figure 3. Graphial representation of the toggle equations (Eqs. (13) and
(14)). U, V are the onentrations of the lacI and cI proteins respetively.
There are two stable steady states: State 1 (high V / low U ) and State 2
(low V / high U ) and one unstable steady state.
Figure 4. Some key omponents of the λ-phage lysis-lysogeny network: cI, cro
are the two genes, PRM and PR are the two promoters and OR1, OR2 and
OR3 are the three operator regions.
Figure 5. Conentration of mRNA moleules [mRNA] in arbitrary units as a
funtion of time t. The parameter values are p1 = 0.5, p2 = 0.5, p3 = 0.3, p4 =
0.85, p5 = 0.05 and µ = 0.4.
Figure 6. Distribution of no. N(m) of ells expressing fration m of maxi-
mal number of mRNA moleules produed after 10000 time steps. The total
number of ells is 3000. The parameter values are as in Figure 5.
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